* 6 Days 5 Nights 5 Rounds Haikou + Sanya Golf *
(Zoysia Grass Package)
Day 1 :

Arrival in Haikou

Upon your arrival in Haikou, head to the Three Miles Golf Course. Carved out of
some 2,500 acres of volcanic terrain, the Three Miles Golf Course in Haikou weaves
through a series of volcanic rock formations and natural lakes lending the course
plenty of character. Look forward to an exciting round of golf amidst some scenic
landscaping. Check-in to a hotel in Haikou city for a 2 nights stay.

Day 2 :

Haikou
Play 18-holes at the West Coast Golf Club. Located on the west of Haikou city, this par 72
course is the first in China to be designed by the Dye Design Group (company founded by
legendary designer Pete Dye). Generous and undulating fairways punctuated by water
features and well-bunkered greens, ensure an enjoyable challenge for golfers of all
abilities. Enjoy uninterrupted scenic views of the South China Sea from the 17th tee.

Day 3 :

Haikou – Sanya

The 3rd round of golf will be played at the Meishi Mayflower Golf Club. This Colin
Montgomerie design was one of the first courses to be built in Hainan, occupying
some 1,800 acres of land on the west coast of the island. Although it is fairly flat, the
natural lakes, numerous bunkers and coastal winds will add some excitement to your
round. Accuracy is key on this course with its elevated and well-bunkered greens.
Check –out and transfer to a hotel in Sanya city for a 3 nights stay.

Day 4 :

Sanya

Play 18-holes at the Yalong Bay Golf Club. Robert Trent Jones II designed this championship
links-style course that has already hosted an impressive 13 professional tournaments, and
is currently home of the Sanya Ladies Open, a Ladies European Tour event. Located in Sanya,
the southern part of Hainan island, Yalong Bay is as scenic as it is challenging with a myriad
of bunkers and a river that winds through the course ready to catch errant shots. The
course, which is shaped like a mythical dragon’s claw, is hemmed in by adjacent hills and the beautiful Yalong Bay.

Day 5 :

Sanya

th

The 5 and final round will be played at the Hainan Mystic Springs Golf Club. Designed
by the well-regarded Nelson & Haworth, Mystic Springs is located in the northeastern
edge of Sanya. It features 2 championship 18 hole courses carved out of hilly terrain.
The dramatic undulations of the terrain reaching up to 180m in elevation will create an
unforgettable experience for all golfers. Enjoy stunning views of the Haitang Bay and
Wuzhizhou Island from high vantage points on the course.

Day 6 :

Departure from Sanya

Free till departure transfer from hotel to airport for homebound flight.

